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Cloud services are largely opaque. Information 

flow control aids transparency and compliance by 

enabling auditable, fine-grained control over data 

moving within and between cloud services.

s cloud computing becomes an increasingly dominant means of pro-
viding computing resources, the legal and regulatory issues associated 
with data in the cloud become more pronounced. These issues derive 
primarily from four areas: contract, data protection, law enforcement, 
and regulatory and common law protections for particularly sensitive 
domains such as health, finance, fiduciary relations, and intellectual 

property assets. From a technical perspective, these legal requirements all impose infor-
mation management obligations on data sharing and transmission within cloud-hosted 
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applications and services. They might restrict how, 
when, where, and by whom data may flow and be 
accessed. These issues must be managed not only 
between applications, but also through the entire, 
potentially global, cloud supply chain. 

Currently, cloud providers employ access con-
trols to prevent unauthorized access to data and ser-
vices, and containment mechanisms to prevent data 
leaking between tenants (those consuming cloud ser-
vices) using a shared infrastructure. But these tend 
to be security rather than compliance focused and 
typically apply only at specific application, system, or 
user boundaries. Further, cloud services tend to be 
opaque and black box in nature. Despite some man-
agement tools (which depend on the service model/
application), there’s typically little scope for tenants 
to visualize, let alone specify, how data should be 
managed once within the cloud, or the precise cir-
cumstances in which data can be transferred.

Tenants and providers must ensure and demon-
strate that they meet their legal and regulatory obliga-
tions. However, current technical mechanisms offer 
limited means for controlling data from afar, and 
insufficient tools for determining compliance and/or 
apportioning responsibility. This means that provid-
ers—and potentially their whole supply chain—must 
be trusted to act appropriately. This not only hinders 
accountability, but also represents a barrier to cloud 
adoption, particularly for personal data use and for 
industries such as healthcare and finance, where ad-
ditional regulatory requirements pertain.

Clearly, more is required. We argue that one way 
forward is the development of flexible data-centric 
technical mechanisms that enable the visibility and 
control of data flows within and between cloud ser-
vices. As an exemplar, we introduce our ongoing 
work on information flow control (IFC) to explore 
how greater technical controls over data flows can 
allow parties to better manage their legal obliga-
tions, improve accountability, and offer verifiable 
data trails for audit and compliance. Our focus here 
is on management and compliance with respect to 
civil, administrative, and criminal law obligations 
and responsibilities. Surreptitious actions, such as 
those by malicious parties and government agencies, 
are beyond the scope of this discussion, and require 
robust international policy efforts and domestic le-
gal reforms. 

Relationships and Responsibilities
Commercial cloud services are offered by provid-
ers, which may use third-party (subprovider) services 
as part of their supply chain. Tenants contract with 
the provider to leverage a cloud service, which they 
use to host applications and services for their users. 
Cloud services therefore involve a series of direct 
(typically contractual) relationships between users 
and tenants, tenants and cloud providers, and cloud 
providers and subproviders. Data flows typically cor-
respond to these relationships. 

Legal and regulatory considerations for data flows 
in the cloud revolve around four primary dimensions. 

The first dimension is contractual obligations. 
Cloud services involve a number of contracts such 
as service-level agreements and privacy policies. 
These documents impose obligations for which it 
would be valuable to audit data flows and therefore 
verify compliance, detect breaches, and apportion 
responsibility. Although many cloud contracts ap-
pear nonnegotiable, in practice there might be room 
for negotiation—particularly for larger organiza-
tions.1 A benefit of mechanisms that enable man-
aged, auditable data flows is an increased likelihood 
of negotiable terms between parties, in addition to 
giving tenants and users greater capacity for control.

Second, data protection laws, adopted in many 
countries, place obligations and responsibilities on 
tenants and providers for the management of personal 
data. The fundamental premise of data protection is 
that all uses of information identifiable to an individ-
ual should be strictly regulated and controlled, with 
various audit mechanisms, flow and purpose restric-
tions, and penalties (at least, in theory) for noncom-
pliance. Building on the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development’s 1981 Guidelines on 
the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of 
Personal Data, the most influential set of laws are 
those concerning the European Union’s Directive 
95/46/EC and the new EU regulation currently under 
negotiation. In some jurisdictions, such as the United 
States, data protection regulates only some industries 
and types of processing, rather than providing a gen-
eral schema for all data processing. In this article, we 
draw particularly on the EU data protection authori-
ties’ 2012 guidelines for cloud operators,2 which set 
out rigorous requirements for technical and organi-
zational measures that ensure transparency, purpose 
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specification and limitation, and data erasure. Note, 
however, that the technical concepts presented are 
general, and therefore can operate in other data pro-
tection regimes. 

The third dimension is law enforcement access for 
crime/national security. For global businesses with 
international clients, there is increasing pressure to 
report government demands for data. In this article, 
we draw particularly on the recent high-profile 
Microsoft-Ireland case concerning the potential for 
IFC to track unauthorized (direct requests to cloud 
providers) and authorized (via warrant and mutual 
legal assistance treaties, possibly only to an accred-
ited public institution) data flows out of a specified 
territory or agreed location. 

Finally, regulatory and common law protec-
tions exist for particularly sensitive domains such as 
health, finance, doctor-patient, and lawyer-client re-
lations, as well as, in a commercial context, protec-
tion of trade secrets and other intellectual property. 

Within each of these areas, the physical (geo)
location of data, storage, processing, and equipment 
are particularly pertinent considerations,3,4 as these 
are all relevant factors in determining legal jurisdic-
tion to legislate, adjudicate, and enforce obligations 
on otherwise delocalized cloud operations. 

Different types/instances of data can come with 
different obligations and responsibilities, meaning 
that tenants might have a number of data manage-
ment constraints, and therefore require flexible 
technical controls.

The critical aspect that seems to be missing 
from existing legal and regulatory obligations, and 
the way that providers have responded to date, are 
guarantees that responsibilities are being met: de-
monstrable compliance through technical means. 
This article furthers the proposition that proper 
steps and policies should be in place to show ex-
plicitly how, where, when, and by whom data is ac-
cessed. This not only provides assurances to cloud 
consumers and to authorities, but offers a verifiable 
audit trail so that evidence is available if something 
goes wrong or responsibility needs to be appor-
tioned. This can consolidate and be reinforced by 
external, general audits to move beyond higher-level 
reactive checks and into proactive, data-centric, and 
context-aware compliance.

Data Management Mechanisms:  
The Status Quo
These legal and regulatory issues concern data. 
It follows that the technical mechanisms for data 
management directly affect the ability of a party to 
meet, demonstrably, its obligations. Currently, the 

well-established and commercially deployed control 
mechanisms tend to focus more on security. Compli-
ance and accountability, despite being crucial cloud 
considerations, receive considerably less attention.5

The type of cloud service offering determines 
the capacity for management. Cloud offerings tend 
to be described in terms of a service model, which 
reflects the parts of the cloud stack that are man-
aged by the provider. That is, the type of service 
model relates to the degree of control a tenant has 
over the service. Generally, tenants have limited (if 
any) means to influence or view those aspects man-
aged by the provider. 

For infrastructure as a service (IaaS), the cloud 
provider manages the low-level aspects (hardware, 
software-hardware interfaces, and isolation mecha-
nisms), giving tenants the freedom to determine the 
operating system and software stack, and of course, 
to deploy and manage their own applications. (Note 
that IaaS tenants could use preconfigured virtual 
machine images, and often leverage other provider-
managed services such as storage.) Software as a ser-
vice (SaaS) is at the opposite end of the spectrum, 
where the entire application is offered and managed 
by the provider. This might be a university email ser-
vice run by a large webmail provider, for example. 
SaaS tenants have far less freedom, because any man-
agement is determined by the configuration function-
ality offered by the application. Platform as a service 
(PaaS) offerings run tenant-provided applications on 
top of the cloud provider’s software and service stack. 

For all service models, the tenant lacks some con-
trol and visibility over various aspects of service. For 
users, the situation is similar to the SaaS provider–
tenant scenario, in that the functionality of the (ten-
ant) application determines any controls to manage 
their data. This is analogous to technical control over 
one’s Facebook or Amazon profile, which is deter-
mined by those services’ privacy-setting functionality. 
Further, cloud services can be composed. For in-
stance, Dropbox (a SaaS offering for users) runs over 
Amazon (an IaaS offering), and SalesForce Heroku 
PaaS runs over Amazon IaaS. Thus, it might not be 
clear to users, or even tenants, which offerings com-
prise the service’s supply chain and therefore where 
responsibility lies. 

Isolation
Given the cloud’s shared nature, a key focus has 
been on isolating tenants (data and processing) to 
prevent information leakage. Few mechanisms ex-
ist for tenants and providers to determine if or when 
data has been leaked as a result of some misconfigu-
ration or software bug, or due to a security issue. 
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A common approach involves isolating tenants 
by allocating virtual machines to them, meaning 
that tenants share only the provider-managed hard-
ware and hypervisor (although there might be oth-
er shared infrastructure, such as storage services). 
More recently, containers have enabled strong isola-
tion of tenants over a shared operating system. The 
goal of isolation is to segregate tenants, protecting 
their data and computation, and to limit a tenant’s 
(direct) knowledge of others.

Although strong isolation is clearly important, 
many applications and services will require data 
sharing across and outside of isolation boundaries. 
This might occur in order to span a range of applica-
tions or to directly access other service components 
and resources, storage, or billing services. Such in-
teractions are managed through access controls.

Access Controls
Access controls regulate the actions that a princi-
pal—such as a human user, application, software, or 
process—may perform, such as read or write data, 
reconfigure a system, use a particular service, and 
so on. These actions typically relate to data.

Applications and services use access controls 
to manage data they hold, through authentication 
(identification) of the principal (“you are who you 
say you are”) and authorizing the actions the princi-
pal attempts to take. 

Authorization involves applying a policy at a par-
ticular policy enforcement point within the applica-
tion or service, considering the principals directly 
involved. This determines whether the action is al-
lowed. As a simple illustration, users can log in to a 
social media platform (authentication), where autho-
rization rules ensure that they can view a profile’s 
detail only if they’re “friends” with the profile owner. 
This relationship would be evaluated on an attempt 
to view a profile.

In a cloud context, this means that access con-
trols generally govern the user–tenant, tenant–cloud 
provider, and provider–subprovider interactions 
at the interface between them. These mechanisms 
typically don’t, of themselves, offer control beyond 
that point; for example, they wouldn’t regulate in-
direct interactions between a user and subprovider. 
Further, the application-centric nature of many ac-
cess controls renders it difficult to have a consistent 
management policy that can apply across the range 
of applications and services.

Encryption
As a data management tool, encryption provides an 
orthogonal form of protection to the access controls 

just described. Encryption doesn’t restrict physical 
access to data, but rather it affects its usability by 
making it unintelligible. Access to the (intelligible) 
data is regulated through the distribution of keys 
that enable decryption. In a cloud context, this 
means that if a user places encrypted data in the 
cloud, this data won’t be accessible by the provider, 
or anyone else, unless they hold the requisite keys.

It is worth noting that key management is hard. 
Keys must be distributed to the relevant parties, and 
revoked (and reallocated) when conditions change. 
This comes with overhead, and quickly becomes 
unmanageable in dynamic and distributed environ-
ments. Further, there are no means for determining 
when, where, and by whom data was decrypted. This 
makes detecting leaks difficult and hinders account-
ability. We argue that even the distribution of en-
crypted data should be carefully managed, because 
a broken encryption scheme or compromised key at 
any time in the future places the data at risk.4 

In a cloud context, encryption can protect a 
communication channel from eavesdropping, and 
protect data items that are transferred outside their 
boundary of control. Regarding the former, Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS/SSL) transmission is com-
monplace, particularly in the post-Snowden era 
where large providers use encrypted communication 
channels, even within their datacenters.3 

The practice of encrypting data before upload 
might be appropriate for storage services, and more 
generally applied to protect against surreptitious ac-
cess. However, many cloud service offerings entail 
data processing. This generally requires the provid-
er to have access to the customer’s intelligible data 
(and/or the customer’s keys if data is encrypted) to 
provide the service. There is ongoing work on homo-
morphic encryption, which allows operations to be 
performed on encrypted data without revealing the 
plaintext,6 but the current state of the art is not yet 
practical for use at scale. 

The Need for More
These controls clearly have their place: contain-
ment prevents data leaking between tenants on a 
shared infrastructure, and access controls regulate 
the circumstances in which particular applications, 
services, and data may be accessed. However, these 
mechanisms weren’t designed to demonstrate com-
pliance with respect to contractual, legal, and regu-
latory obligations, nor to account for the fact that 
applications and the provision of cloud services nec-
essarily entail data sharing. 

There’s a clear role for technical mechanisms 
that enable data to be managed beyond application 
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and system boundaries, within and between applica-
tions and cloud services, and throughout the cloud 
supply chain. This is particularly relevant as the 
cloud becomes part of wider architectures, such as 
for the Internet of Things.7 Mechanisms that facili-
tate visibility are also needed to determine when and 
where data flows, to help identify the occurrence of 
any leakage and/or other data obligation failures. 
This provides evidence indicating who might (or 
might not) be responsible. Finally, mechanisms are 
needed to flexibly deal with the subtleties of data 
management requirements, which might be contex-
tual or apply only to certain data items. 

IFC: Managing the Flow
Current cloud mechanisms depend heavily on trust 
between parties that data will be properly managed 
after it’s transferred. As such we’re developing means 
for managing information flows within and between 
cloud services and cloud-hosted applications. The 
aim of IFC is to complement other mechanisms by 
enabling visibility and control across isolation and 
application and system boundaries, and by providing 
evidence for compliance purposes.

Conceptually, the approach involves coupling 
data with a known management policy that’s con-
tinuously enforced wherever the data flows. This 
is implemented by tagging data, where lightweight 
tags—representing particular management aspects/
concerns—are tightly linked with data. The policy 
is enforced when tagged data flows (attempts to 
flow) between system components, within or be-
tween machines. Policy enforcement might involve 
allowing or preventing information flows, or trans-
forming and/or retagging data so it will be allowed 
to flow. Importantly, this approach means that the 
data management policy need not be encoded within 
the software logic (that is, application-centric), but 
rather enables separation of that policy, which can 
therefore apply across different infrastructures and 
be managed over time.

Specifically, data and system components are 
linked with secrecy and integrity labels. A label is 
a set of tags, where the secrecy label encapsulates 
tags relating to confidentiality/privacy/sensitivity 
concerns, and the integrity label data quality/prov-
enance considerations. The labels’ state represents 
a security context, and a flow is permitted only if the 
security context of the data and components agree. 
This is achieved through tag-matching rules (evalu-
ated by subset relationships) that ensure that outgo-
ing flows that would violate the secrecy constraints 
are prevented and that incoming data has certain 
properties (integrity).8 More simply, secrecy con-

straints concern the decision to release data, where-
as integrity constraints concern the decision to 
receive it. For example, data tagged as private-bob in 
its secrecy label can flow only to a component con-
taining a private-bob secrecy tag in its secrecy label, 
which can ensure that data produced by Bob’s mo-
bile phone is processed only by a cloud application 
and associated services running on his behalf. Simi-
larly, a storage component tagged as validated-data 
in its integrity label can only input data that has 
gone through some system validation or sanitization 
process and has been assigned a validated-data tag 
in its integrity label.

Policy is continuously enforced on every flow in 
the system, which is made possible by the fact that 
each component runs in a security context, defined 
by its labels. This facilitates a more complete audit, 
because the policy decision for every flow through-
out the entire supply chain can be recorded, as can 
the security contexts for the components involved.

Importantly, IFC provides the flexibility for 
fine-grained, data-centric control, and is inherently 
dynamic, meaning that flows can be managed in 
accordance with changes in context. Decentralized 
IFC (DIFC)9 allows IFC tags to be managed in a de-
centralized fashion, meaning that policy can be ex-
pressed and tailored to infrastructure, application, 
or even the needs of an individual user.

IFC in the Cloud
IFC, although well established, has only recently 
been considered for cloud computing.10 

We’ve developed a full DIFC prototype for PaaS 
offerings that provides a lightweight IFC policy en-
forcement regime to protect every OS-mediated I/O 
operation (within a virtual machine), with an inte-
grated middleware responsible for policy-compliant 
intermachine data exchange. Technical details of 
this work are provided elsewhere.8

IFC can help ensure that data is being properly 
protected by acting as a safety net around the isola-
tion mechanisms for all service models. Further, it 
operates continuously, beyond specific enforcement 
points, thus securing information flows across vari-
ous parties and aspects of the infrastructure. 

Other approaches to wide-scale policy enforce-
ment, such as those leveraging “sticky” policies, are 
complementary because they tend to be at higher 
levels of abstraction, where policy definition and in-
terpretation are comparatively heavyweight.11

As a general approach, IFC offers flexibility over 
who manages policy. For instance, users could ex-
press IFC policy for their data, which is respected by 
the tenant applications and cloud infrastructure. Al-
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ternatively, IFC policy can be managed by the cloud 
provider without tenant involvement to guarantee, 
for example, data-location requirements.12 A mix-
ture of these is also possible.

IFC provides guarantees only above the level at 
which it’s enforced. For instance, our implementa-
tion enforces IFC at the operating system kernel 
level, and thus protects user-space flows but not low-
er-level aspects concerning the hardware or the hy-
pervisor. Therefore, we assume that a cloud provider 
that implements IFC doesn’t actively try to circum-
vent its enforcement. This isn’t unreasonable, since a 
degree of trust in the cloud provider is implied by its 
use. This is reinforced by contractual relationships 
between tenants and cloud providers, and the role of 
regulators that operate in many jurisdictions. There 
is work on using trusted hardware components to en-
force geolocation guarantees for cloud instances.13 
A similar approach could be taken to give stronger 
guarantees regarding IFC policy enforcement.

Flow Controls and Legal Case Studies
IFC offers an additional security mechanism for 
cloud services, allowing for greater control over data 
flows and helping parties to meet their data manage-
ment responsibilities. It also improves accountability 
by providing detailed logs to demonstrate compliance 
and/or failures. The following examples illustrate the 
potential of these capabilities within a legal context. 

Compliance with Contractual and Data 
Protection Obligations
IFC is an effective mechanism for enforcing policy 
requirements set out in contracts and data pro-

tection regulations. We take as an example the 
stringent standards set out in the 2012 opinion by 
European data protection authorities on cloud com-
puting, which requires cloud providers and tenants 
to implement technical and organizational measures 
towards the following aspects.2

Transparency. There must be transparency concern-
ing all subproviders contributing to the provision of 
the cloud service, as well as the physical locations 
of all datacenters in which personal data can be 
processed (including storage, caching, and compu-
tation). Both of these must be auditable by the ten-
ant, the user, or a certified third party. As Figure 1 
illustrates, IFC can help improve audits by provid-
ing fine-grained, data-centric constraints over data 
flows within the cloud, increasing visibility to those 
involved, rather than relying on external physical/
process audits and certifications that might go out 
of date, for example, because of a simple configura-
tion change. Auditable data flows provide the means 
for identifying (and bounding the fallout from) mis-
configurations or compliance failures. Although 
Figure 1 focuses on subprovider relations, location 
constraints can also be considered, as we’ve explored 
in earlier work12 and revisit in the Microsoft-Ireland 
example later in this article. 

Purpose specification. Personal data must not be 
used in ways incompatible with the purposes for 
which it was originally provided. IFC provides in-
formation on the paths data has taken, which can 
be used to indicate proper usage at a fine-grained, 
data-centric level. Further, if the purpose can be 

Cache

User input

User input

App 1

App 2

Database
(third party)

Third-party
advertsing analytics

Web service
(subprovider)

Syslog
database

(local)

Cloud service

personal, public

personal

personal

public public

personal personal

FIGURE 1. Two tenant applications. Because App 1 is dealing with personal information, the data from it can 

flow only to entities marked as properly dealing with personal information (labelled “personal”), and thus not 

to the advertising service, which isn’t certified to process personal data. Information flow control (IFC) ensures 

that this constraint is adhered to as data flows through the cloud, including to subproviders and other third 

parties. This is visible through audit, as each flow is recorded.
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encapsulated within labels, it could proactively en-
sure that purpose constraints are met.

Data erasure. Guarantees must be in place to en-
sure that when personal data is no longer required, 
it’s erased or truly anonymized. If this data can’t be 
erased because of legal retention rules (such as tax 
regulations), access to it should be blocked. Because 
personal data can be kept in various locations, each 
instance (and fragment) must be erased irretriev-
ably, including from backup, caches, and potentially 
log files. IFC assists with erasure concerns. First, 
as data flows are audited, IFC can determine where 
data has gone, and thus can ensure (verifiably) that 
the deletion requests are directed to all relevant en-
tities. Further, if the erasure operation is a defined, 
encapsulated process, IFC could provide evidence 
that data was moved through a deletion operation 
(recording that it was sent to “trash”). 

Location and Law Enforcement
The ongoing Microsoft-Ireland legal dispute in-
volves a search warrant issued in a US drug trial 
that has been claimed to extend to accessing a 
Microsoft customer’s email data held exclusively 
in Ireland. Microsoft and several interested par-
ties are appealing the decision on the basis that 
it involves evading the EU–US Mutual Legal As-
sistance Treaty (MLAT), which ordinarily governs 
cross-border law enforcement requests to access 
personal data.

Here, IFC offers the potential to regulate and 
audit data flow across jurisdictions by ensuring that 
any transfer of Irish user data to US authorities 
aligns to a visible, auditable, and traceable process, 

as Figure 2 illustrates. The data residing in Ireland 
is labeled as such. For data to move across jurisdic-
tions, the integrity tags require successful passage 
through a privileged government cross-border trans-
fer (GCBT) process, which, if appropriate, changes 
the data’s tags to allow it to flow to the US. 

This example illustrates several benefits of an 
IFC approach. First, it shows the containment of 
data by location according to its integrity tags. Data 
can’t simply flow to the US (or other jurisdictions); it 
must travel a certain path. Second, all flows are re-
corded, including the flows in and out of the GCBT 
process. This means the data transferred can be 
audited—for example, by Irish public authorities—
to ensure that only data processed according to an 
MLAT-approved request is transferred. Individuals 
could also potentially verify that their information 
hasn’t been transferred abroad. However, because 
this isn’t always appropriate for cases of law enforce-
ment, access to the audit log would likely be protect-
ed through access controls. 

The approach we illustrate provides a stronger 
safety net than the current situation, where both 
MLAT and non-MLAT-processed requests are invisi-
ble and trust-based, with few (technical) guarantees.

Strict Processing Constraints
Personal health data is intrinsically sensitive, but it can 
also be useful for medical research and public health. 
For personal data to be used for medical research pur-
poses, there are generally strict requirements about 
informed consent, anonymization processes, and ap-
propriate ethics and governance frameworks. IFC 
can help ensure and provide evidence that these con-
straints and requirements are respected. 

Irish
user data

Irish public authority
(information auditor)

Compliance service US public authority

Microsoft Ireland

Microsoft US

Ireland

Ireland

US

US

Government cross-border
transfer

FIGURE 2. Illustration of the Microsoft-Ireland situation, where IFC could regulate the flow of information to 

the US for law enforcement by forcing it through a cross-border transfer process. 
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Figure 3 shows a simplified scenario in which 
tags ensure that the only means for personal data 
to flow to researchers is through a particular (that 
is, designated and approved) anonymization process, 
with consent a prerequisite. The medical research 
database is labeled such that it will only receive—
or be willing to accept, for reasons of liability and 
responsibility—data that has passed through a par-
ticular anonymizer, again where consent is given. 
Individual researchers and projects are bound by 
the same IFC constraints as the medical research 
database. In transacting with the medical research 
database, additional controls—such as differential 
privacy techniques14 could also apply. 

This example shows how IFC can assist in man-
aging particularly sensitive data and where addi-
tional regulatory requirements pertain. Recording 
all flows facilitates audit. This allows consenting pa-
tients to see whether their data was actually staged 
for research. More complex constraints are also pos-
sible, such as consenting only to particular types of 
research. 

Data Processing Regimes
The examples demonstrate the effect of the flow 
controls to essentially isolate (or, more accurately, 
ensure noninterference of) data transmission and 
processing. IFC effectively sets up a data process-
ing regime, potentially down to the data item level, 
in which the flows are transparent and, importantly, 
the flow of data into and out of that regime can be 
tightly managed. If the management concerns can be 
specified in tags, they can be technically enforced.

Cloud providers could leverage such mecha-
nisms to offer services based on the processing re-
gime, rather than on infrastructure aspects such 
as the service model. Sector-specific clouds are 
feasible—for example, a financial services authori-
ty-compliant cloud in which data is guaranteed to 
flow only to processes certified as compliant with 
particular requirements. It’s also feasible that ten-
ants could define their own regimes. The extra 
control and transparency that IFC brings should 
improve levels of trust in cloud services,5 and there-
fore encourage cloud uptake. Further, effecting such 
controls imposes comparatively little effort on the 
cloud provider relative to segregated infrastructure 
offerings.

Discussions concerning the current conflation 
of legal jurisdiction and physical location are ongo-
ing. IFC is relevant to these discussions, because 
it can ensure particular data management aspects 
based on and/or irrespective of the physical location 
of technical infrastructure.3

lthough IFC offers much potential for the legal 
and regulatory dimensions of cloud computing, 

it represents ongoing research. To date, there are no 
commercial IFC deployments by cloud services. To 
make IFC mainstream, further work is needed on is-
sues of trusted enforcement, global naming schemes, 
policy authoring mechanisms, tag sensitivity and 
management, to name a few.8 All of the examples 
discussed in this article have nevertheless been im-
plemented in our prototype, demonstrating the ap-
proach’s feasibility. Again, our vision for IFC is to 
complement other management technologies, be they 
well-established or the subject of ongoing research.

Note the research directions in cloud comput-
ing are toward smaller clouds, reducing the size and 
scope of cloud deployments.15,16 Such work is partic-
ularly relevant to the emerging Internet of Things.7 

Smaller clouds can be dynamically and temporar-
ily migrated—for example, from a phone (collect-
ing data while mobile) to a larger provider (for more 
complex processing). They also tend toward specific 
purposes—for example, one for an individual’s fit-
ness data, another for that person’s home appliances. 
As clouds become smaller, their functions become 
more tailored, obvious, and explicit. This might fa-
cilitate more focused and informed policy decisions. 
As more data flows occur to, from, and within and 
between these clouds, mechanisms for consistent 
and continuous enforcement of data management 
policy across applications and infrastructure be-
come crucial.
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